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open March 26 in Fukushima prefecture, northeast of Tokyo.
The event is heavily sponsored by Coca-Cola and Toyota. It
might face crowd limits the way Sunday's Tokyo Marathon did.
Preseason baseball games are being played in empty stadiums,
soccer's J-League has suspended play, and a large Sumo event
will be held without fans. Training for Tokyo's 80,000 unpaid
volunteers has been postponed until at least May.
A month ago, Muto said he was "seriously worried" by the
spread of the virus. He has become more cautious with his
words since then.
Q: WHAT'S UP WITH THE TEST EVENTS?
A: There are 18 remaining test events. Many are small and
involve only Japanese athletes, a chance for organizers to test
venues and logistics. Two in the next several weeks are planned
to have non-Japanese attending: Paralympic wheelchair rugby
on March 12-15, and a gymnastics meet on April 4-6. They'll be
watched to see if non-Japanese athletes compete.
Crowd restrictions could be put in place, although many
don't call for fans in the first place.
Q: WHAT ABOUT OLYMPIC QUALIFYING EVENTS?
Officials announced on Monday that an Olympic baseball
qualifying event was postponed from April to June. It will be
held in Taiwan as scheduled, but on June 17-21 instead of April
1-5. The World Baseball Softball Conference said it was because
of "player, personnel and spectator health and safety measures
against the spread of the coronavirus."
Olympic qualifiers have been moved from China. Bach said
that many Chinese teams and athletes are out of China and
training elsewhere: the table tennis team is in Qatar, the women's basketball team is in Croatia, and wrestlers are in Serbia.
"We have managed to move qualification competitions and
tournaments within weeks from China to other countries where
the safety of the athletes could be ensured," Bach said.
Q: IOC MEMBER POUND MENTIONED LATE MAY AS
A DEADLINE. IS THAT FIRM?
A: Pound is a senior IOC member. But he was speaking as
a rank-and-file member when he speculated that late May was
a deadline to decide on Tokyo's future. The call will be made

by the IOC executive board, the WHO, and local organizers..
It seems reasonable that a decision will have to be made with
two months to go.
The Olympics have thousands of moving parts. Sponsors
who have paid billions must activate ad programs. More than
11,000 Olympic athletes and 4,400 for the Paralympics have to
know their training schedules. Add to that: flights, hotel reservations, catering, ticketing, and broadcast schedules. Almost 75%
of the IOC's income of $5.7 billion in a four-year cycle is from
broadcast rights.
Tokyo is officially spending $12.6 billion to organize the
Olympics, although a national audit board says it's twice that
much.
Pound said all of the alternatives had major drawbacks: pushing the start back a few months, postponing until 2021, moving
events to scattered venues or another city, or an outright cancellation. The modern Olympics dating from 1896 have been canceled three times during the two World Wars, and faced boycotts
in 1976, 1980 and 1984.
Q: WHAT IS THE MOOD IN JAPAN?
A: It's uncertain and stressful, prompting some fear and
hoarding in shops. On the other hand, daily life seems about
normal, perhaps with fewer commuters on Tokyo's trains and
more people wearing masks.
The government has asked all schools to close for more than
a month. Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has been criticized for getting started late fighting the virus. He announced a 270 billion
yen ($2.5 billion) emergency economic aid package on Saturday.
He said the country was at a critical juncture to determine
whether it can keep the outbreak under control ahead of the
Olympics.
"Frankly speaking, this battle cannot be won solely by the
efforts of the government," Abe said. "We cannot do it without
understanding and cooperation from every one of you, including medical institutions, families, companies and local governments."
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Q&A: WHAT'S NEXT FOR THE TOKYO
OLYMPICS AS VIRUS SPREADS?
The spreading virus from China has been reported in more than
60 countries and puts the Tokyo Olympics at risk. The Olympics
are to open on July 24 — less than five months away. The Paralympics follow on Aug. 25.
IOC President Thomas Bach, in an interview last week limited to Japanese media, said the "IOC is fully committed to have
the opening ceremony there on July 24th in Tokyo." He declined
to speculate about a postponement, cancellation, or any combination of those possibilities.
Bach told the Japanese: "I'm not ready to add fuel to the
flames of speculation there in any way."
Others are.
An Irish bookmaker last week began taking bets: 4/6 the
opening ceremony will not go ahead in Tokyo as scheduled, or
11/10 that it will.
Senior IOC member Dick Pound last week suggested Tokyo
and the IOC had roughly until the end of May to announce a
decision. Pound, a former International Olympic Committee
vice president, said there's no decision so far and stressed talks
were nearly constant with the World Health Organization.
He has characterized the virus as the "elephant" in the room,
likening the fight against it to "the new war."
"You just don't postpone something on the size and scale
of the Olympics," Pound told the Associated Press. "There are
so many moving parts; so many countries, so many different
seasons and competitive seasons, television seasons. You can't
say: 'We'll do it in October.' It's a big, big, big decision and you
just can't take it until you have all the reliable facts on which
to base it."
The virus has caused more than 3,000 deaths, the vast majority in China. Japan has reported 12 deaths with almost 1,000
cases.
Q: WHAT'S THE NEXT THING TO WATCH?
A: Tokyo 2020 CEO Toshiro Muto is holding a teleconference on Wednesday with the IOC executive board in Switzerland. The 14-member board along with Bach made the big
decisions.
There could be changes to the torch relay, which is set to
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HALF OF WORLD'S SANDY BEACHES
AT RISK FROM CLIMATE CHANGE
By Frank Jordans | The Associated Press

Scientists say that half of the world's sandy
beaches could disappear by the end of the
century if climate change continues unchecked.
Researchers at the European Union's Joint
Research Center in Ispra, Italy, used satellite
images to track the way beaches have changed
over the past 30 years and simulated how global
warming might affect them in the future.
"What we find is that by the end of the century around half of the beaches in the world
will experience erosion that is more than 100
meters," said Michalis Vousdoukas. "It's likely
that they will be lost."
The study, published Monday in the journal
Nature Climate Change, found that the extent
to which beaches are at risk depends on how
much average global temperatures increase by
the year 2100. Greater temperature increases
mean more sea level rise and more violent
storms in some regions, causing more beaches
to vanish beneath the waves.
"The projected shoreline changes will substantially impact the shape of the world's
coastline," more than a third of which is sandy
beach, the authors wrote.
Beaches are valuable for recreation, tourism
and wildlife, while also providing a natural

barrier that protects coastal communities from
waves and storms.
Many coastal areas, including beaches, are
already heavily affected by human activity such
as seashore construction and inland dams,
which reduce the amount of silt flowing into
oceans that's crucial for beach recovery.
Some countries will be more affected than
others, the researchers said. Gambia and Guinea-Bissau in West Africa could lose more than
60% of their beaches, while predictions for
Iraq, Pakistan, the island of Jersey in the English Channel and the Pacific island of Palau are
similarly dire.
Australia would be hardest-hit in terms of
total beach coastline lost, with over 12,000 kilometers (7,500 miles) at risk. The United States,
Canada, Mexico, China, Iran, Argentina and
Chile would also lose thousands of kilometers
(miles) of beach, according to the study.
Andres Payo, an expert on coastal hazards
and resilience at the British Geological Survey,
said that while the study's methods were sound,
its claims should be treated with caution.
"There are many assumptions and generalizations that could change the outcome of the
analysis both qualitatively and quantitatively,"

said Payo, who wasn't involved in the study.
However, Vousdoukas said the amount of
beach loss estimated by his team was in fact "a
bit conservative" and could be higher.
The group considered two different warming scenarios — one in which average global
temperatures rise by 2.4 degrees Celsius by the
end of the century and another that predicts
an increase twice as high. The Paris climate
accord's most ambitious target, of capping
warming at 1.5 C, wasn't considered because
scientists consider it unlikely to be achieved,
Vousdoukas said.
The study's authors calculated that up to
40% of shoreline retreat could be prevented
by reducing the greenhouse gas emissions that
are driving climate change, but said that large
and growing populations living along the coast
will also need to be protected through other
measures.
Citing the example of the Netherlands,
which has battled the sea for centuries and
even reclaimed substantial areas of low-lying
land, the authors said "past experience has
shown that effective site-specific coastal planning can mitigate beach erosion, eventually
resulting in a stable coastline."
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